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Welcome to Issue 84 of Research Matters,
the Department of Environment, Land,
Water & Planning’s quarterly planning
research bulletin, featuring DELWP
research and analysis, news about
recently released data, and research from
other sources. If you have any questions
or comments, you can contact us at:
forwardpolicy.research@delwp.vic.gov.au
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In this issue…
Welcome to the December 2018 edition of Research
Matters in which we present research and analysis from the
Land Use and Population Research team.
Our first article looks at the twin cities of Albury-Wodonga.
State Government research often stops at the border,
however, looking beyond this boundary can provide a new
perspective on how such settlements can be seen as one
rather than two cities.
The second article highlights how ABS census data can be
used to analyse professions, specifically, urban and regional
planners. The number, educational backgrounds and
industry sector in which they work reveals the diversity of
their profession and highlights the way in which census
data can be used to profile particular groups within our
community.
Finally, we highlight a website which has much to offer
those with an interest in urban research. DELWP and RMIT
have a research partnership agreement which enables
academic and government researchers to come together
on a wide range of issues. The Centre for Urban Research at
RMIT is a key point of contact for those of us in the Land
Use and Population Research team.
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Looking across the border
Victorian government population projections stop at the
state border. In most cases, this makes little difference.
But in a few places, especially along the border with New
South Wales, there are important settlements which
traverse the Murray (figure 1).

community strategic plan for the two councils has the
title, Two Cities One Community which reflects the way in
which these cities now work. Albury and Wodonga can no
longer be considered separate centres but should instead
be considered one city.
Urban Centre
Mildura (Vic)
Wentworth (NSW)
Echuca (Vic)

Figure 1: Location of ‘dual’ settlements along the Murray River

Population 2016
33,444
1,221
12,906

Moama (NSW)

5,620

Yarrawonga (Vic)

7,848

Mulwala (NSW)

1,962

Table 1: Population of selected Murray River settlements
Source: ABS 2016 Census Urban Centre/Rural Locality

Some of these dual settlements vary in size on each side
of the river. Mildura dwarves Wentworth for example
and, similarly, there are large differences in the
respective sizes of Echuca and Moama, Yarrawonga and
Mulwala (table 1).

This is not a new insight, but it has become more
important for demographers in recent years. For many
years, Wodonga maintained a population which was
around 70 percent that of Albury. When one city grew,
the other generally followed. But recently, Wodonga’s
growth has increased. In the decade between 2006 and
2016 the city size rose from 71% to 77% the size of Albury
(figure 2).

However, Albury and Wodonga, which sit either side of
the Murray, are different. Both are large, similarly sized
centres which are increasingly interconnected. A third of
Wodonga residents work in Albury and 22 percent of
Albury residents work in Wodonga. Health and higher
education services are shared across the Murray. The

Albury

Wodonga

Figure 2: Population of Albury and Wodonga, 1921 to 2016 (actual) and 2016 to 2036 (projected)
Sources: ABS Historical Statistics, DELWP Victoria in Future 2016 population projections, New South Wales Government 2016 Population Projections
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The Victorian and New South Wales state government
projections, which are based on the trends of the last
decade, suggest this gap will continue to close. By the
2030s Wodonga is projected to overtake Albury in terms
of population size.

Could industrial mix explain differences in growth? The
results again showed there was little difference.
Other possible explanations were explored, but the
results were similarly inconclusive. Research is often a
process such as this, with potential explanations being
disproved rather than an answer being clearly found to
explain why one area grows more than another.

This change in trend piqued the curiosity of researchers in
the Land Use and Population Research team. Various
reasons for the change were suggested and tested.

Nevertheless, one important lesson was learned: Albury
and Wodonga must be considered together. Treating
them separately makes little sense as their interlinkages
are too strong. Future Victorian Government projections
will therefore consider what is happening on both sides of
the border. The demographers in the Land Use and
Population Research branch are exploring the possibility
working with New South Wales to develop a shared
demographic understanding of the two cities.

Demographic fundamentals such as births, deaths and
migration proved to be similar in each of the cities, so
there was little evidence that these explained the
difference
Local media had suggested that Wodonga’s cheaper
housing and abundant land had fuelled its recent growth,
however a check of house price data and land supply
found little difference between the Albury and Wodonga
housing markets.
Perhaps employment growth had differed between the
two locations? The Census showed that both had added
jobs proportional to their population share, so no answer
there

Albury

Wodonga

Image source: Google maps satellite image; Logo source: https://alburywodonga.gov.au/
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Using the census to analyse professions
A case study of the planning profession
The Land Use & Population Research Group undertakes a
lot of analysis for urban and regional planners. Having
access to ABS census data also means that we can tell
planners a lot about themselves. The census asks
respondents to state their occupation. Responses are
then coded into one of the categories in the Australian
and New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations
(ANZSCO). The category of “urban and regional planner”
is included in the ANZSCO.
Number of planners in Victoria
In 2016, 11,208 Australians identified their occupation as
urban and regional planner. Figure 1 shows that the share
of planners in each state is closely aligned with that
state’s share of the Australian population. Some states
have slightly more planners compared to their
population, such as Victoria, while others have a lower
share such as South Australia. New South Wales, being
the largest state, has the largest number of planners with
3,622. In Victoria there are 3,005 planners which makes
up 27 percent of Australia’s planning profession.

Figure 1: State share of planners and population, Australia, 2016
Sources: ABS Census 2016; ABS Demographic Statistics.

Figure 2 shows that the remainder have educational
backgrounds in related areas such as: environmental
sciences; engineering; social sciences (such as policy
studies); and, other built environment fields (such as
architecture and landscape architecture). Unlike a more
regulated profession, such as medicine, there are a range
of pathways into planning. These provide many
perspectives around the complex issues that planning
deals with: land use; community; environment; economy
and policy.

While total population goes some way to explaining this
pattern, there is probably an element of increased
demand for planners because of the distribution of
population growth across Australia. Victoria has more
planners compared to its share of Australia’s population.
Part of an explanation for this could be the high level of
population growth that is occurring in Victoria, which is
currently the highest in Australia. As population
increases, demand for dwellings, workplaces and social
infrastructure also increases which results in greater
demand for planners to plan for, and regulate, additions
to our built environment.
In terms of gender, women represent around half (51%)
of planners in Victoria. This result is very different when
compared with other built-environment professionals1
where men make up nearly 80 percent of the workforce.
Educational background of planners
When we look at the field of study for planners in Victoria
there are a range of disciplines represented. Around 60
percent of Victoria’s planners list their highest
qualification as “urban design and regional planning”.

1

Figure 2: Field of study for highest qualification, Victorian planners, 2016
Source: ABS Census 2016.

Includes ANZSOC categories of: Architects and Landscape Architects;

Civil Engineering Professionals; Land Economists and Valuers; and,
Surveyors and Spatial Scientists.

… continued
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Planners’ industry of employment
The census makes a distinction between industry and
occupation. Industry refers to the sector in which people
work while occupation is the work that people do.
Industry is coded and classified by the Australian and New
Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC).
Of the 3,000 planners in Victoria, about half work in local
government (figure 3). The next largest industry is
“consulting planners” which is a broad group that provide
built form services and includes what would be commonly
recognised as planning consultants as well as some
architecture and engineering firms. The “other” category
is about the same size as the “consulting planners”
category. Planners working in “other” industries are
scattered across a range of sectors including:
construction; water supply; transport industries; and, real
estate. Planners working in state government
administration make up a relatively small proportion of
planners in Victoria.

Figure 3: Industry of employment, Victorian planners, 2016
Sources: ABS Census 2016

An extended version of this article appeared in Planning
News, November 2018

Website of interest
focus critical attention on how cities are governed, and
for whom.

Introducing RMIT’s Centre for Urban Research
DELWP and RMIT have a research partnership agreement
which enables academic and government researchers to
come together on a wide range of issues.

Healthy Liveable Cities Group: a research program aimed
at learning more about the relationship between health
and the places people live, work, learn and play can
better prepare for future challenges.

One of RMIT’s many research centres is the wellestablished Centre for Urban Research. Formed in 2012
the Centre for Urban Research is an inter-disciplinary
research centre focused on urban planning and social and
environmental urban research. The Centre provides
leadership at RMIT University in the study of urban issues,
and builds connections with researchers from other
institutions, industry, not-for-profits and government.

Housing and Urban Economics: a research program which
aims at developing a better understanding of how policy
and economic activities can be enacted to improve microand macro-economic prosperity.
Interdisciplinary Conservation Science Group: a team of
researchers working to understand the interaction
between society and our environment.

The Centre’s work is organised around eight research
programs:

Planning and Transport in City Regions: a research
program which seeks to understand processes of urban
development and patterns of mobility at the metroregional scale.

Beyond Behaviour Change – a research program drawing
on theories of social practice to inform research aimed at
reorienting policy and programs intending to achieve
social and environmental change.

Urban Cultures and Technologies: a research program
examining the interplay of culture, technology and city
spaces.

Climate Change and Resilience – a research program
focussed in understanding, planning for, and acting in
response to a changing climate

The Centre’s comprehensive website provides information its broad range of projects, events, resources and
publications and can be accessed at: www.cur.org.au.

Critical Urban Governance: a research program bringing
together urban researchers and educators at RMIT to
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